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About
Creating effective ad hooks is essential to grabbing your audience's attention and 
driving conversions, but coming up with new ideas can be challenging. That's where our 
"Generate 10 Hooks for Ads" prompts come in. With these prompts, you can generate 
10 different ideas for ad hooks that are tailored to your target audience and designed to 
maximize engagement. By leveraging the power of AI to simplify the process, you can 
save time and effort while still delivering high-quality hooks that drive results. Our 
prompts can help you create ads that stand out from the competition and resonate with 
your audience, boosting your ROI and driving business growth. Whether you're a 
seasoned marketer or just starting out, our prompts can help you create effective ad 
hooks that drive results.

Prompts

I'm trying to come up with ideas for different hooks to promote something on a [facebook a
d].  
 
For example: If I'm trying to promote a hammer, I might have these hooks... 
 
Hook #1: The best way to put a nail into your wall 
 
Hook #2: The best tool for hanging your paintings.  
 
Hook #3: The perfect tool to make your house beautiful.  
 
Hook #4: The most trusted tool by professionals around the world.  
 
Another example: if I'm trying to promote a lead magnet about "client acquisition", I migh
t have these 3 hooks...  
 
Hook #1: Keep yourself booked solid. 
 
Hook #2: No more feast or famine months. 
 
Hook #3: Stop waiting around for clients to find you.   
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I need you to create a list of 10 potential hooks about [product/service] 
 
Each hook should be one sentence, and should be a different reason someone may want to cli
ck on my ad. Be persuasive and draw them in quickly so they pay attention to the rest of t
he ad.  
 
Each idea needs to use copywriting and persuasion best practices to draw users to take act
ion.

Tips

💡 Provide context: The more context you provide, the better ChatGPT can 
understand and answer your question.


